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Building a business strategic plan does not need to be complicated, but there are fundamental 

decisions that must be made.  Strategy requires making clear trade-offs, deciding what the 

organization will pursue as goals and what it will not pursue.  Trade-offs include everything from 

deciding in which products to invest to which type of employees to hire to which market niches to 

pursue while excluding others.  The enemies of a good strategy are distraction from established goals 

and compromising the quality of work produced.  The essence of strategy is choosing what not to do.  

Strategy is about identifying what works in moving the organization forward to meet its goals and then, 

exploiting that process.  In companies with good strategies, the activities complement one another in 

ways that create economic value. 
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1. Determine your current situationDetermine your current situationDetermine your current situationDetermine your current situation.... Take your time, be honest and try to stay as objective as 

possible. Some people prefer to view themselves according to how they WANT to exist in the 

current situation, not how they actually appear to others.   For an accurate picture of where 

your business is, analyze both how your business competes in the external environment and 

how your business interacts with employees.  This will give a clearer understanding of the 

business environment and the employees’ skill sets  

2. Identify what matters mostIdentify what matters mostIdentify what matters mostIdentify what matters most....  Focus on where you want to take your organization over time. This sets 

the direction of the enterprise over the long term, clearly defines the company mission (markets, 

customers, products, etc.) and company vision (what your organization’s future should or could be). 

From this analysis, you can determine the priority issues—those issues so significant to the overall well-

being of the enterprise that they require the full and immediate attention of the entire culture.  Create 

SMART Goals that address these priority issues.  Such goals are specific, measurable, attainable, 

relevant, and tangible. The strategic plan should focus on successfully completing these Goals.  Goals 

should address annual and long-range targets. 

3. Define how you are going to achieve these company goals.  Define how you are going to achieve these company goals.  Define how you are going to achieve these company goals.  Define how you are going to achieve these company goals.  Create clear objectives that indicate the 

sequence you need to follow in order to achieve the identified priories for the organization.  There 

needs to be an ongoing monitoring process that measures how well you are moving to meet these 

annual goals over the year.  Monitoring will assist in adjusting goals if necessary. 

4. Assign people to complete the tasksAssign people to complete the tasksAssign people to complete the tasksAssign people to complete the tasks....  In order to get the work completed, it is necessary to make 

assignments based on their skill sets.  Make certain you have the appropriate staff, with the necessary 

talent level in order to get the work done efficiently and effectively.  Make certain that you have 

allocated the resources necessary for them to be able to achieve the desired outcomes. 
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5. Always check your workAlways check your workAlways check your workAlways check your work....  A strategic plan is never done, but rather has sequels.  But to move through 

the process seamlessly, good and timely monitoring is necessary.  Set benchmarks and scheduled review 

opportunities to modify and expand processes as necessary.  Sometimes the best way to complete a 

goal is to scrap it and develop another more appropriate goal.  But, switching goals is only successful 

when you have gone through this five step process and determined a better solution. 

A business strategic plan is an important tool for leaders. It can help you take your business to reach new 

heights.  If you haven’t already done so, take the time to lay out a business strategic plan now.  If you have 

created a business plan in the past and have not looked at it for quite a while, it’s a good time to compare and 

contrast where you thought you were going when you wrote the plan, and where you find yourself today.  

Regardless, a business strategic plan keeps a business focused, disciplined and growing. 
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